Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

A personal note: a Lancaster native, I’ve always been a history buff. As I researched the history of the Netherlands, I was fascinated by the country’s rich past and its current role as a major player in the world stage.

You can also enroll online at alumni.berkeley.edu/join.

Senior Discount: $50 off the special price for travelers 65 years and over. For additional information, call toll free 888.913.9. Washington State Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300 Iowa Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300

For more information, call toll free 888.913.9

Let us arrange your flights!

The cruise departs from Antwerp on April 17, 2019, and returns to Amsterdam on April 25, 2019. Travelers will experience the Netherlands, Belgium, France, and the historic port of Antwerp. The MS Amadeus Queen, specifically designed for river cruising, will be your floating hotel for the duration of the cruise.

One of the key highlights of this cruise is the opportunity to explore the city of Antwerp, known as the “city of painters.” With its rich history and beautiful architecture, Antwerp is a must-see destination for art lovers.

The 17th-century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam takes your adventure to the next level. This historic neighborhood is home to some of the city’s most iconic landmarks and attractions. You’ll have a chance to explore the area on a guided walking tour, followed by a visit to the Rijksmuseum.

The cruise also includes a Waterland Bicycle Ride, giving you the chance to experience the picturesque countryside and local culture.

You can also enjoy free time to pursue your own interests during the cruise. Whether you prefer to explore the local cuisine, visit historic sites, or simply relax and enjoy the scenery, there are plenty of options to choose from.

A travel consultant is available to assist you with any questions or concerns you may have. Your one point of contact will help you with everything from the reservation process to the cruise itself.

The Cal Discoveries office can be reached at 510.900.8222 or toll free at 888.225.2586. Email caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.

For more information, call toll free 888.913.9. Washington State Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300 Iowa Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300

To learn more about this cruise, please visit our website for the most current program.

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

Our experts are ready to assist you. Once you have reserved your spot, enjoy personalized meals, accommodations and more as they guide you through the reservation process.

Excursions in these towns:

The 17th-century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam takes your adventure to the next level. This historic neighborhood is home to some of the city’s most iconic landmarks and attractions. You’ll have a chance to explore the area on a guided walking tour, followed by a visit to the Rijksmuseum.

The cruise also includes a Waterland Bicycle Ride, giving you the chance to experience the picturesque countryside and local culture.

You can also enjoy free time to pursue your own interests during the cruise. Whether you prefer to explore the local cuisine, visit historic sites, or simply relax and enjoy the scenery, there are plenty of options to choose from.

A travel consultant is available to assist you with any questions or concerns you may have. Your one point of contact will help you with everything from the reservation process to the cruise itself.

The Cal Discoveries office can be reached at 510.900.8222 or toll free at 888.225.2586. Email caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.

For more information, call toll free 888.913.9. Washington State Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300 Iowa Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST-33300

To learn more about this cruise, please visit our website for the most current program.
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The cruise also includes a Waterland Bicycle Ride, giving you the chance to experience the picturesque countryside and local culture.

You can also enjoy free time to pursue your own interests during the cruise. Whether you prefer to explore the local cuisine, visit historic sites, or simply relax and enjoy the scenery, there are plenty of options to choose from.
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To learn more about this cruise, please visit our website for the most current program.
Waterland bike ride

Delft, Holland & Antwerp, Belgium

Stroll through remarkable architecture.

On this sunny day you'll cycle to the town of Delft, a charming canal town, famous for its blue and white pottery. En route, you'll see the Old Town Hall, the 17th-century New Town Hall, and the magnificent Grote Markt Square, a lively market square in the heart of town. You'll also see the Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekerk, a beautiful 15th-century church that houses the famous Delfts Blauw (Delft Blue) pottery factory. The factory is where the blue and white pottery was first created in the 17th century, and it's still in operation today. You'll have the chance to explore the factory and see how the pottery is made. The factory is located on the canal, and it offers a scenic view of the town. You'll also have the chance to visit the nearby Handelshuis, a 17th-century merchant's house that's now a museum. The house is decorated with period furniture and exhibits that highlight Delft's historic trade and industry. The day concludes with a visit to the Groeninge Museum, a fascinating art gallery that houses a collection of Flemish and Dutch paintings, including works by Rubens and Van Eyck.
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

As you read this, you may be planning a trip to Europe in the near future. For many, such a visit is eagerly anticipated and carefully planned. But for others, the distance and the time involved can present challenges that might not be overcome by even the most avid traveler.

The Dutch Waterways cruise, however, offers a unique opportunity to explore these beautiful destinations in a way that is both relaxing and educational. This program is designed to provide a comprehensive overview of the history and culture of the Netherlands, with stops in iconic cities such as Amsterdam, Bruges, and Brussels.

One of the highlights of this cruise is the opportunity to visit Bruges, a city known for its charming canals and historic architecture. You will have the chance to explore the city's many treasures, including the Basilica of the Holy Blood and the medieval Tower of the Lion.

Another key feature of the Dutch Waterways cruise is the opportunity to learn about the cultural and historical significance of each destination. With the help of our expert guides, you will gain insights into the history and traditions of the Netherlands and its people.

In addition to these highlights, the cruise also offers a range of activities designed to enhance your travel experience. You will have the chance to participate in a variety of onboard classes and activities, such as painting, cooking, and photography, as well as off-the-ship tours to nearby destinations.

We hope that you will consider joining us on this exciting and educational journey. For more information, please see the enclosed brochure or contact us at 510-987-6423. We look forward to seeing you aboard the MS Amadeus in April 2019!
Waterland bike ride

There are many ways to explore the treasures along the Dutch Waterways, and one of the most delightful is by bicycle! A fully guided tour on the MS Amadeus Queen takes you on a peaceful ride through the scenic waterways and countryside of the Netherlands.

The two-hour bike tour departs from the ship and leads you through the charming villages of Waterland, where you'll see beautiful old houses and Windmills. The route is well-marked with signs and a knowledgeable guide will accompany you. The bike tour is included in your cruise fare and is available for all guests.
A World Apart

The story of an area begins here—or a local market. In a museum. At a café. By a canal. It’s a story of family, culture, history, and distinctive atmosphere. Your personal story begins with a glance at the paintings of landscape and interiors. The canvases whisper the stories of places and the people who gave life to them. When expert lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective, share these insights with you, you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from fellow travelers. This allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. This is your personal travel story—beginning with our commitment to delivering authentic experiences with local people.

By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director provides a stress-free vacation. Tours and shore excursions are led by suitably qualified guides and interpreters. The choice of guides is yours: you pick the location, the interest, and the pace. AHI tour managers—high-caliber professionals—make you feel welcome and supported by standing by your side through the journey.

AHI’s extensive network of local drivers and guides ensures your excursions run smoothly. High-quality, air-conditioned coaches provide comfortable space to enjoy the scenery and make new friends. AHI’s attention to detail is evident in every aspect of your journey, from the introduction of local cuisine and Belgian chocolate to the memorable sites of the most significant painters and sculptors. AHI’s portfolio of itineraries is vast and includes a selection of voyages through the Rhine, the Maas, the Scheldt, the Bruges Canal, and port-to-port cruises to Amsterdam, Bruges, and Ghent.

In the serene beauty of Delft, view the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. Located close to the North Sea, Delft has long been an important port city and it emerged as a cultural and fashion design hub. More recently, it has become the home of several renowned art galleries and museums, including the Mauritshuis, a museum that houses some of the most famous paintings in the world. The Mauritshuis is home to paintings by Dutch masters such as Vermeer and Rembrandt, as well as works by contemporary artists.

In this world apart, you will find a place to relax and enjoy the beauty of the world’s greatest cities and countries. From the historic canals of Amsterdam to the picturesque streets of Bruges, each destination offers its own unique charm and history. Whether you are interested in art, architecture, culture, cuisine, or history, AHI’s knowledgeable guides and lecturers will lead you through each location, sharing their insights and stories along the way. With AHI, you can experience the world in a way that is truly unforgettable.

Your Personal Journey

Experience the world as you have always imagined it. With AHI’s proven expertise and attention to detail, you will be able to explore the world in a way that is truly unforgettable. Whether you are interested in history, culture, cuisine, or nature, AHI’s experienced guides and lecturers will lead you through each destination, sharing their insights and stories along the way. With AHI, you can experience the world in a way that is truly unforgettable. Your journey begins here—make it one you will never forget.
Waterland bike ride: an engaging river journey. You’ll discover Old World cities, picture-perfect villages, and a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. A high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important by creating an environment where you can relax and enjoy your surroundings.

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should be an enriching experience. That’s why we design itineraries that allow you to craft an individual travel experience. Free time means something different to every traveler. You may like to linger in a cozy café or stay indoors and enjoy your cabin. Or you may like to explore on your own.

Join us for a river cruise aboard the MS Amadeus Queen, a powerful yet elegant river cruise ship. This vessel has been designed for those who enjoy an intimate setting. The MS Amadeus Queen accommodates a maximum of 154 passengers in 77 cabins ranging from 170 to 247 square feet. There are five categories: Superior, Deluxe, Family Suite, Family Suite with Balcony, and Family Suite with Balcony Plus.

We believe in the power of human connection and the joy of sharing memorable moments. Our AHI Travel Directors are your experts, your friends, and your guides. They will help you create meaningful experiences and lasting memories, whether you choose to explore on your own or with the group. They are there to ensure that you have a safe, fun, and satisfying journey. And they are there to make sure that your trip is a memorable one.

Price: $845 per person, double occupancy; $1,270 single occupancy

Itinerary may change due to local conditions.

Note:
- Transfers and flights included for AHI FlexAir participants.
- POST-TRIP EXTENSION IN AMSTERDAM: Stay two nights in an ideally situated hotel, the perfect base for venturing out into Amsterdam’s unique neighborhoods, such as the Jordaan district, one of the city’s oldest and most historic neighborhoods. The Jordaan is a haven of charming streets and canals, where you can discover the city’s history and culture.

Day 1 | E | B | L | D
Arrive in Amsterdam, transfer to the hotel, and meet the AHI Travel Director. Enjoy a welcome reception and dinner. Your AHI Travel Director will give you an introduction to your cruise and destination.

Day 2 | E | B | L | D
Discover the Dutch Waterways river cruise, the Netherlands, Belgium, and France. Your journey begins in the historic city of Gent, Belgium, and continues to Bruges, a charming town that is celebrated for its medieval architecture and its beautiful canals. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the historic town hall, the Basilica of Our Lady, and the Grote Markt square, a standout with its elegant row of slim guild houses. You’ll also have the chance to take a scenic drive to Bruges and tour the family-owned De Halve Maan Brewery, where you can learn about Belgium’s traditional beer-making process.

Day 3 | E | B | L | D
This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its beautiful canals, stone bridges, and winding streets. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the Markt Square and past its historic highlights. Afterward, you’ll have the chance to tour the renowned Groeninge Museum, where you can see a wide range of art from the Romanesque to the Baroque periods. You’ll also have the opportunity to visit the Belfry Tower, one of the city’s most iconic landmarks, and the Basilica of the Holy Blood, which is believed to house a relic of Christ. You’ll also have the chance to tour the Civic Hall, which contains one of the world’s largest chandeliers.

Day 4 | E | B | L | D
This morning, take a scenic drive to Antwerp, a vibrant city that is known for its rich history and cultural heritage. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the Stadhuis Antwerpen, the city’s town hall, which is one of the largest and most impressive in Europe. You’ll also have the chance to tour the Rubens House, which is dedicated to the famous artist Peter Paul Rubens, and learn about the city’s rich artistic heritage.

Day 5 | E | B | L | D
This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the Belfry Tower, one of the city’s most iconic landmarks, and the Basilica of the Holy Blood, which is believed to house a relic of Christ. You’ll also have the chance to tour the Civic Hall, which contains one of the world’s largest chandeliers.

Day 6 | B | L | D
This morning, take a scenic drive to Antwerp, a vibrant city that is known for its rich history and cultural heritage. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the Stadhuis Antwerpen, the city’s town hall, which is one of the largest and most impressive in Europe. You’ll also have the chance to tour the Rubens House, which is dedicated to the famous artist Peter Paul Rubens, and learn about the city’s rich artistic heritage.

Day 7 | B | L | D
This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. You’ll have the opportunity to visit the Belfry Tower, one of the city’s most iconic landmarks, and the Basilica of the Holy Blood, which is believed to house a relic of Christ. You’ll also have the chance to tour the Civic Hall, which contains one of the world’s largest chandeliers.
A World Apart

The story of how travel begins has been a focal point of our hotel, restaurant, and shuttle service since 1988. Your personalized story begins with your choice of port and hotel accommodations. The transformation of your journey begins the moment you step off your ship and enter your hotel, where you are greeted with a warm smile and the promise of a new experience.

Our professional staff and enthusiastic lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective, are dedicated to creating an unforgettable experience. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale.

Add a truly memorable chapter to your travels on this carefree and engaging river journey. You'll discover Old World cities, picture-perfect landscapes, and stunning works of architecture. Our lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective, are dedicated to creating an unforgettable experience. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with our commitment to weave together discovery, education, and humanity, the best elements of any compelling tale.

Upon disembarkation, your multilingual Travel Director will be waiting to assist you with your luggage and guide you to the pier. Your Personal Cruise Director will be on hand to help you with any questions or concerns you may have throughout your trip.

You'll have the opportunity to further your experience by immersing yourself in specially designed activities and extensions. Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

**ELECTIVES**

**Included**

Further your experience by immersing yourself in specially designed activities and extensions. Choose from a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests.

**Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | History**

**Art**

Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Architecture**

Glide along the lovely waterways of Amsterdam and see the city's impressive architecture. The 17th-century buildings are a testament to the city's rich history and cultural heritage. See the Rijksmuseum, representing 800 years of Dutch history, including the Peace Palace and the Binnenhof, and enjoy satellite TV and your private bathroom with shower. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available.

**Culture**

Explore the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Cuisine**

Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**History**

Explore the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Enrichment:**

Learn about the Delta Works, a series of massive artificial islands and storm surge barriers built after the 1953 North Sea flood. These 65 huge gates can be slammed shut on the North Sea when the water is too high. They protect the third of the country's landmass that can be flooded at any time. See the Mauritshuis, study a superb art collection including Rembrandt, Vermeer, and Van Gogh. Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Free Time:**

Make your own plans in Kampen.

**Sister ship of MS Amadeus Silver III**

Enjoy satellite TV and your private bathroom with shower. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available.

**Note:**

Walking is required on all excursions, and surfaces can be wet, slippery, and uneven. Further details are subject to change. Check with your Travel Director or Cruise Director for additional details. Be sure to bring appropriate footwear, as the day may involve walking on cobblestone streets, rocky terrain, and narrow canals covered by tiny wooden bridges.

**Art & Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | History**

**Art**

Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Architecture**

Glide along the lovely waterways of Amsterdam and see the city's impressive architecture. The 17th-century buildings are a testament to the city's rich history and cultural heritage. See the Rijksmuseum, representing 800 years of Dutch history, including the Peace Palace and the Binnenhof, and enjoy satellite TV and your private bathroom with shower. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available.

**Culture**

Explore the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Cuisine**

Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**History**

Explore the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Enrichment:**

Learn about the Delta Works, a series of massive artificial islands and storm surge barriers built after the 1953 North Sea flood. These 65 huge gates can be slammed shut on the North Sea when the water is too high. They protect the third of the country's landmass that can be flooded at any time. See the Mauritshuis, study a superb art collection including Rembrandt, Vermeer, and Van Gogh. Enjoy a guided visit to the world-famous Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's finest masterpieces. This morning, take a scenic drive to Bruges. The city is known for its charming canals, picturesque wooden bridges, and quaint squares. See the Cathedral of Our Lady and the Belfry tower. Continue into the city's tranquil canals, stone bridges and winding streets. See the Bruges to the Pier in Antwerp and explore the city's historical landmarks.

**Free Time:**

Make your own plans in Kampen.
Waterland bike ride
towns and centuries of history along Holland and Belgium's waterways!

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should allow you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. This is why we have chosen to partner with local experts who have dedicated themselves to delivering authentic experiences with local people.

The other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers who call this area home. By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director allows you to focus on what you came for: remarkable architecture.

Delft, brimming with (and world-famous) Dutch blue and white pottery, is a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. Lady that soars over the skyline; the stately 16th-century Antwerp Cathedral is a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Day 1
Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel in Brussels. Belgium is an outward-looking, multilingual nation; you'll notice languages speaking Flanders and French-speaking Wallonia.

Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | History

Congratulations! You have arrived. This is a great start to your trip. In the coming days, you'll discover the very best of Holland and Belgium's Golden Age. Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Free Time: You may like to lingering in a cozy café in Antwerp, or perhaps you'd rather explore some of the city'sognitive areas to dine, shop and unwind. Be sure to ask your Travel Director for some local favorites.

The Hague, the Netherlands’ capital, is known as the “City of the Parliament.” Begin your day here with a visit to the Mauritshuis, a museum that represents 800 years of Dutch history, including the Flemish primitive and expressionist periods. Then, head to the impressive Rijksmuseum, which houses some of the most extraordinary works of art in the world. Here, you will find masterpieces by Dutch and Flemish masters that feature national treasures by Rembrandt and Vermeer.

The Hague and the Mauritshuis.

Day 2
Enjoy striking views of the city and the sea from the magnificent façade of the Binnenhof, the highest center of power in the Netherlands, one of the oldest parliaments in the world. Then, pay a visit to the Binnenhof, where the parliamentary complex, then pass through the Borgharen, the stately 16th-century Antwerp Cathedral.

Day 3
The ship remains docked in Antwerp overnight.

Stroll through Market Square, Delft. Enjoy a pleasant, guided walk through the Old Harbor and learn about Dutch nautical heritage at the National Maritime Museum. You’ll also have the opportunity to visit the famous Fluttertjemen House, a 16th-century town house that served as the residence of the mayor of Delft.

Day 4
Rejoin the ship in Middelburg. As the ship cruises offshore, take a leisurely walk by the marina, browse for souvenirs in front of your favorite pieces.

Day 5
Discover the famous art and architecture of Bruges, Middelburg and Veere.

Day 6
Enjoy a pleasant, guided walk through Veere.

Day 7
Now, you’ll arrive in the bustling city of Amsterdam, where you can experience the city’s hippest areas to dine, shop and unwind. Be sure to ask your Travel Director for some local favorites.

Free Time: You may like to lingering in a cozy café in Antwerp, or perhaps you’d rather explore some of the city’s cognitive areas to dine, shop and unwind. Be sure to ask your Travel Director for some local favorites.


close-up of a mud flat was created by the 1953 North Sea flood. These 65 huge gates nearly 200 ft.

Day 8
Rejoin the ship in Middelburg. As the ship cruises offshore, take a leisurely walk by the marina, browse for souvenirs in front of your favorite pieces.

Free Time: You may like to lingering in a cozy café in Antwerp, or perhaps you’d rather explore some of the city’s cognitive areas to dine, shop and unwind. Be sure to ask your Travel Director for some local favorites.

Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 9
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 10
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 11
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 12
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 13
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 14
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 15
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 16
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 17
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 18
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 19
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 20
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 21
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 22
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 23
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.

Day 24
Enrichment:
Be utterly charmed by the picture-postcard canals, charming villages, and centuries of history along the meandering waterways of the Dutch Waterways.
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

Discover a new perspective on the Netherlands this spring on our seven-night cruise through the waterways of Belgium, have fun and learn in the stunning cities of Bruges and Amsterdam. Our Travel Director, Howard Schulman, who grew up in the Netherlands, will take you on an exploration of this beautiful country. You will stay in your own hotel in each city and travel to all the remarkable sites.

Dutch Waterways April 17-25, 2019

Dear [Full Legal Name],

Reservations are subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Please contact me regarding any special dietary requirements.

Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Signature __________________________________________ Date __________________

I prefer single accommodations (supplement waived, limited availability).

Name(s) you would like on your name badge(s):

Street Address: ___________________________________________________________

Card # ___________________________________________________________________

A Visa, MasterCard, or American Express number with expiration date for payment.

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges. Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges.

April 17-25, 2019

Dear [Full Legal Name],

Reservations are subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Please contact me regarding any special dietary requirements.

Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Signature __________________________________________ Date __________________

I prefer single accommodations (supplement waived, limited availability).

Name(s) you would like on your name badge(s):

Street Address: ___________________________________________________________

Card # ___________________________________________________________________

A Visa, MasterCard, or American Express number with expiration date for payment.

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges. Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges.

April 17-25, 2019

Dear [Full Legal Name],

Reservations are subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Please contact me regarding any special dietary requirements.

Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Signature __________________________________________ Date __________________

I prefer single accommodations (supplement waived, limited availability).

Name(s) you would like on your name badge(s):

Street Address: ___________________________________________________________

Card # ___________________________________________________________________

A Visa, MasterCard, or American Express number with expiration date for payment.

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges. Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this contract. Changes and cancellations require 14 days notice prior to a trip. Changes and cancellations outside of this timeframe may be subject to a $250 cancellation fee and other charges.
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

Your request for additional travel options has arrived. We are pleased to offer a new 7-night cruise through the waterways of Flanders and the Netherlands - Bruges, Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, and Amsterdam - on the intimate MS Amadeus. This trip is designed to offer a unique and memorable experience for those who appreciate the history, culture, and architecture of these countries.

**AHI Travel’s Cruise Program**

- **Features:**
  - All land services and entertainment
  - Pre- and post-trip accommodations
  - Tipping of guides and drivers
  - Welcome and farewell receptions
  - Belgium and Dutch culture and history lessons
  - Bicycle rides on special excursions
  - Rijksmuseum tour in Amsterdam
  - Bruges and Belgian chocolate

- **Inclusions:**
  - Accommodations in 4-star hotels
  - Meals as noted
  - All excursions unless noted
  - Travel insurance
  - 24/7 emergency assistance

- **Cruise Program price:** $2,895 - $3,145

**Trip Details:**

- **Dates:** April 17 - 24, 2020
- **Location:** Bruges, Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, Amsterdam
- **Price:** $2,895 - $3,145

**Cancellations and Refunds:**

- Full refund on cancellations received before February 1, 2020
- Cancellations after February 1, 2020, before February 29, will result in forfeit of 15% of the entire cost of the trip per person.
- Cancellations from 120 days to 76 days prior to departure will result in forfeit of 15% of the entire cost of the trip per person.
- After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be responsible for any fees incurred by the airline.

**Insurance:**

- Travel insurance is available from CAA. Information on trip cancellation, extensions, and insurance is available from your Passenger Service Representative.

**Fare Guarantee:**

- The fare guarantee is effective through February 1, 2020.

**Travel Stress-Free with AHI FlexAir**

- Enjoy the peace of mind provided by our travel protection plan.
- Visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join for more information.

**For More Information:**

- Please call 510.900.8222 or visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join.

**What to Expect:**

- This trip is designed for those who appreciate the history, culture, and architecture of Belgium and the Netherlands.
- The trip includes visits to Bruges, Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, and Amsterdam, offering a unique insight into the rich heritage of these countries.
- This trip is particularly suitable for those who are interested in history, culture, and architecture.

**Travel Tips:**

- Plan your travel to the Netherlands and Belgium by visiting alumni.berkeley.edu/join for more information.
- Visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join today to secure your spot on this ever-popular program!

**Disclaimer:**

- The cruise program is subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances.

**Contact Us:**

- For more information, please call 510.900.8222 or visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join.

**Follow Us on Social Media:**

- Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/CalDiscoveriesTravel
- Follow us on Twitter at twitter.com/CalDiscoveriesTravel

**Additional Information:**

- Visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join for more information on travel programs.
- Contact us today to secure your spot on this trip!

AHI Travel’s Cruise Program is offered by AHI Travel, a division of AHI Travel Group, Inc. AHI Travel Group, Inc. is a travel agency licensed and bonded in the State of California. AHI Travel Group, Inc. is not an insurer. AHI Travel’s Cruise Program is subject to change without notice. This cruise is operated in cooperation with a government-licensed cruise line under contract of AHI Travel Group, Inc. and is a fully inclusive cruise package. AHI Travel is not responsible for any problems caused by the cruise line in the event of a breach of contract, bankruptcy, or any other act of the cruise line. AHI Travel's cruise programs are subject to change by the carrier without notice. Excess baggage charges are not included in the price of the cruise. Air Transportation of the cruise is not included in the price. AHI Travel is not responsible for any delays, trip cancellations, or changes due to unforeseen circumstances. AHI Travel is not responsible for any losses, damages, or injuries that may occur during the course of the cruise.

**Additional Information:**

- Visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join for more information on travel programs.
- Contact us today to secure your spot on this trip!
Dear Alums and Friends of Cal,

Packing for your daydreams of the Low Countries? Nothing like a river cruise through the verdant landscapes of the British Isles or the unspoiled charm of Holland, Belgium or France...to be followed by the serenity and grace of the Low Countries. Quirk, expertly designed for her starring role. Experience Belgium and France at leisure, entitled to your own pace. Begin in the historic city of Bruges, and end in the modern metropolis of Brussels. Throughout the itinerary, the Cruise Director takes the lead as your expert guide, helping you make the most of every stop. In addition to the Quirk’s dry dock time in Bruges, you will have the opportunity to enjoy a day-trip to the famous Gardens of Keukenhof, the most beautiful flower gardens in the world. As you explore these great destinations, enjoy the knowledge and expertise of a dedicated team of lecturers, each offering their unique perspective on the itinerary, including Robert C. Smith, the Principal Lecturer for this trip.

In keeping with the Quirk’s award-winning nature, a focus of the Quirk is to bring passengers closer to nature in a hands-on way – you will have the opportunity to experience the beauty of the countryside by bike, with a guided walk in Belgium, or a guided walk through the beautiful historic city of Bruges.

As always, an all-inclusive price covers all shore excursions, transportation, and hotel accommodations, making it easy to see the Low Countries.